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QUESTION 1

Database applications are one of the important applications supporting storage arrays. Different application
configurations and parameter settings may affect the service performance. In order to store arrays (such as OceanStor
V3 series storage) with SQL server applications with the best performance, which of the following statements is wrong: 

A. OLTP database generally have a large number of random write, it is recommended to choose RAID 10 to store data. 

B. In order to improve write performance, all SQL server database data stored in the LUN write strategy is configured to
"write back the image". 

C. Because the size of the SQL server page is 8K, in order to ensure the best performance of the database, NTFS
allocated block size should not be less than 8KB. 

D. SQL Server database instance memory size and recovery mode of choice has no effect on the performance of the
database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

VMFS provides automatic cluster file system functionality and intelligent cluster volume management. Which statements
are true about VMFS5? (Multiple Choice) 

A. VMFS5 allows concurrent access to shared storage and can be dynamically expanded. 

B. Using data blocks of 1 MB, VMFS5 is suitable for storing large virtual disk files. 

C. Using sub-blocks for addressing, VMFS5 is suitable for storing small files. The sub-block size is 8 KB. 

D. VMFS5 is able to lock disk data blocks. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 3

A company\\'s daily real-time online transaction data is about 500G and 30G daily new data, the new data is frequently
called within a week after the production. The company employees 80 people, each person\\'s mailbox space is 5G, and
the average space utilization rate is 60%. For a six months demand, A company should configure which of the
following? 

A. High-performance layer 550G, performance layer 250G; capacity layer 6T 

B. High-performance layer 400G, performance layer 250G; capacity layer 7T 

C. High-performance layer 800G, performance layer 400G; capacity layer 6T 

D. high-performance layer 600G, performance layer 300G; capacity layer 7T 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Customers set up a vio server environment on an IBM server, and the storage devices connected to the server through
vio server provide storage space to a virtual partition in the server. Customers buy Huawei Oceanstor18000 deposit
Storage and plan to replace the original storage device. What is the recommended best practice? 

A. Connect Huawei storage to the original vio server and perform data migration on the vio server system layer. 

B. Connect Huawei storage to the original vio server and migrate data in the virtual partition system layer. 

C. Create a new vio server for Huawei storage and migrate data in the virtual partition system layer. 

D. Create a new vio server for Huawei storage and migrate data on the vio server system layer. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

In a Huawei disaster recovery plan, in order to implement the one-click disaster recovery operation for Oracle
applications, you must configure the recovery in Replciation Director Plan. What configuration actions do you need to do
on the Replication Director side before configuring the recovery plan? (Multiple choice.) 

A. Configure the protection group 

B. Configure the protection strategy 

C. Configure the site and register disaster recovery host 

D. Find the LUNs used by Oracle and make policy protection for these LUNs 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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